We previously published a report on the comprehensive evaluation of RNA-seq differential analysis (DE) methods \[[@CR1]\] where we compared a number of popular DE tools using a variety of different criteria. Since publication we received valuable feedback and suggestions from the community including from the authors of the algorithms. Here we report on two errors that came to our attention following publication.

1\. Soon after publication we were notified about a discrepancy in table 2. The correction was posted as comment to the main article and now included as erratum. In the last row of table 2 called \"Runtime for experiments with 3-5 replicates...\" the values for edgeR and limmaVoom should be Seconds not Minutes.

For completeness, the following table is the runtime performance (in seconds) of six DE analysis methods, comparing the 5 replicates from groups A and B from the SEQC data, as measured on Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 5.4, with 12 dual cores Intel Xeon 3.33GHz, and 100G RAM.DESeqedgeRPoissonSeqlimmaVoombaySequser.self410.2927.38012.8934.89720.772sys.self0.3560.0040.1530.0110.166elapsed413.7517.90413.3434.9112028.279

2\. Zhou and Robinson performed a follow up analysis to our manuscript where they reanalyzed DE when genes are expressed in one condition (see correspondence to Rapaport et al.). They identified a coding error in the calculation of edgeR signal to noise values due to incorrect normalization of edgeR count values. Library size values were not used to scale gene counts. This coding error was fixed and a corrected version is deposited in the source code repository available at: <http://bitbucket.org/soccin/seqc>.

We redid the analysis for evaluation of genes expressed in only one condition and the main conclusions remain unchanged. The corrected version of Figure 4 in the main manuscript is presented here as Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1**a** edgeR correlation between signal-to-noise and --log10(p-values) using the corrected normalization of gene counts. **b** ROC analysis of curves for detection of DE at signal-to-noise ratio of ≥3. Note that edgeR AUC has improved from 0.788 to 0.843 following the correction of normalization. All other panels in the original figure remain unchanged

We note that our reanalysis is based on the exact same procedure used in the original publication. However, Zhou and Robinson introduce a different version of this analysis where the ROC analysis is based on a common set of genes. Second, most packages used in our original publication have since been updated and in some cases the algorithms revised substantially. Therefore, it is possible that a similar comparison with the latest versions of the packages may result in different conclusions.

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1186/gb-2013-14-9-r95.
